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(To be solved before viewing lecture 2)
1. A particle of mass m and charge q moves under the influence of an electromagnetic field. The electric and magnetic fields (not necessarily timeindependent) can be written in terms of the scalar potential φ(x, t) and
vector potential A(x, t) as follows:
E = −∇φ − ∂A/∂t ,

and B = ∇ × A .

Show that the Euler-Lagrange equations for the Lagrangian given below
reproduces the Lorentz force law:
1
L = m ẋ2 + q ẋ · A(x, t) − q φ(x, t) .
2
This is an example of a Lagrangian that is not of the form T − V as it
involves a velocity-dependent conservative force. How does the Lagrangian
change if we work with another equivalent choice of potentials, φ! (x, t) and
A! (x, t), that give the same electromagnetic field?
2. The Hamiltonian for a system with one degree of freedom has the form
H=

p2
ba
kq 2
− bqpe−αt + q 2 e−αt (α + be−αt ) +
2a
2
2

,

where a, b, α, and k are constants.
(a) Find a Lagrangian corresponding to this Hamiltonian.
(b) Find an equivalent Lagrangian that is not explicitly dependent on
time.
(c) What is the Hamiltonian corresponding to the second Lagrangian, and
what is its relationship between the two Hamiltonians?
3. The point of suspension of a simple pendulum of length l and mass m is
constrained to move on a parabola z = ax2 in the vertical x − z plane.
Derive a Hamiltonian governing the motion of the pendulum and its point
of suspension. Obtain the Hamilton’s equations of motion.
1

4. A free particle of unit mass moving in one dimension with coordinate q. We
are given that the particle was q = 1 at t = 0 and at q = 5 at time t = 1.
The action for this particle is
!
1 1
dt (q̇)2 .
S[q(t)] =
2 0
Consider the following four possible trajectories of the particles:
qA (t)
qB (t)
qC (t)
qD (t)

=
=
=
=

2 sin(2πt) + 4t + 1 ,
−3t2 + 7t + 1 ,
4t + 1 ,
−2 cos(πt) + 3 .

Of the four paths, qC (t) is the solution to the equations of motion – this
is usually called the classical solution. Compute the action for all four
trajectories and verify that the minimum occurs for qC (t).
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Figure 1: A plot of the four trajectories. Note that all paths begin at q = 1 and
end at q = 5.
5. Consider the action for a particle of unit mass in a harmonic potential
!
#
1 1 " 2
S[q(t)] =
dt (q̇) − π 2 (q − 3)2 .
2 0
Evaluate the action for the four trajectories that were considered in the
previous problem – the initial and final conditions being the same as well.
Show that the minimum value occurs for the solution qD (t) and verify that
it is indeed the classical solution.
2
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1. An arbitrary spatial rotation can be written as a rotation by an angle θ
about an axis (specified by a unit vector n̂). This is only true in three
dimensions. Why?. Let us call the corresponding rotation matrix R(n̂, θ).
Obtain an explicit expression for this 3 × 3 matrix.
Recommended reading: V. Balakrishnan, How is a vector rotated?,
Resonance, Vol. 4, No. 10, pp. 61-68 (1999). Also available at the URL:
http://www.physics.iitm.ac.in/~labs/dynamical/pedagogy/
2. An arbitrary Galilean transformation is given by ten parameters (the rotation matrix R, the boosts u, the spatial translations a and time translations t0 ):
x"i = Ri j xj + ui t + ai
t" = t + t0
(a) Obtain the inverse of the above transformation.
(b) Consider the composition of a Galilean transformation with parameters (R, u, a, t0 ) with another Galilean transformation with parameters (R" , u" , a" , t"0 ). Show that you obtain another Galilean
transformation by explicitly determining its parameters.
3. Recall that ∂ µ = (∂0 , −∇) and Aµ = (φ, A) in Gaussian units. Define the
electromagnetic field strength as follows:
F µν = −F νµ := (∂ µ Aν − ∂ ν Aν ) .
(a) Show that F i0 = E i and F ij = −$ijk Bk where E i and Bi are the
electric and magnetic fields. This shows that the electric and magnetic field combine to form a second-rank antisymmetric tensor (this
will be defined in lecture 4).
(b) Show that the Maxwell’s equations with sources in Gaussian units
can be written as
4π ν
J
∂µ F µν =
c
∗
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1

where J µ = (cρ, J) and ∂µ = (∂0 , ∇). Using the explicit definition of
the field strength in terms of the vector potential, it is easy to verify
the following identity, called the Bianchi identity:
∂ µ F νρ + ∂ ν F ρµ + ∂ ρ F µν = 0 .
Not surprisingly, these reduce to the Maxwell equations not containing source terms when µ "= ν "= ρ "= µ as one can explicitly verify.
4. A particle of mass m and charge q is at rest in a region is space with
constant and uniform magnetic field B = B êz .
(a) Obtain a vector potential Aµ corresponding to this magnetic field.
(b) By using the expression for a Lorentz boost given in lecture 3, work
out the vector potential A!µ in an inertial frame moving with constant
velocity u = u êx with respect to the particle.
(c) Hence, compute the electric and magnetic fields in the moving frame
from A!µ .
(d) Show that the Lorentz force on the particle is zero in the moving
frame. This is consistent with the fact that there is no force in the
frame where the particle is stationary.
Remark on the scalar and vector potential: In lecture 2, the vector
potential A(x) was introduced as a ‘solution’ to ∇ · B = 0. When can we
write B = ∇ × A? It is useful to recall the Helmholtz decomposition in
vector calculus. It states that a smooth vector field in R3 , B(x), can be
decomposed as
B(x) = −∇G(x) + ∇ × A(x) .
For the magnetic field, the above decomposition implies that ∇2 G(x) = 0
everywhere. Does this always imply that we can choose G = 0? The
answer depends on the domain in which the magnetic field is defined.
When the domain is R3 , the only solution is when G is a constant. If
we impose the condition that G vanishes at spatial infinity, it follows
that G = 0. This will no longer be true if we delete one point, say
the origin, from R3 . Then, G = a/|x| for some constant a will satisfy
∇2 G(x) = 0. Such a situation will indeed appear in the latter part of this
course when we discuss Dirac monopoles. A similar issue arises with the
scalar potential and we request the student to study this example along
with a review of the Helmholtz theorem.
One has to remember that there are some assumptions about the nature of
the spatial domain as well as boundary conditions in order to define the
scalar and vector potentials.

2
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1. Let O µν (µ, ν = 0, 1, 2, 3) denote a O(1, 3) matrix satisfying
µ

(O µ ρ )T ηµν O ν σ = O T ρ ηµν O ν σ = ηρσ ,
with the metric ηµν = Diag(1, −1, −1, −1).
(a) Show that det(O) = ±1 and |O 00 | ≥ 1.
(b) Let SO(1, 3)+ denote the subgroup of O(1, 3) matrices with det = 1
and sign(O 0 0 ) being positive. Verify that the product of two SO(1, 3)+
matrices is indeed another SO(1, 3)+ matrix.
Remark: We shall refer to the group SO(1, 3)+ as the Lorentz group
in this course – this is sometimes referred to as the orthochronous
Lorentz group since it preserves the arrow of time. Inadvertantly, this
was not explicitly mentioned in the lectures!
(c) Let λµν be an antisymmetric matrix. From this construct a new matrix
λµ ν ≡ λµρ ηρν . Show that exp(λµ ν ) is a SO(1, 3)+ matrix.
(d) Time reversal is denoted by the matrix T = Diag(−1, 1, 1, 1) and parity
is denoted by the matrix P = Diag(1, −1, −1, −1). Verify that T ∈
O(1, 3)− and P ∈ O(1, 3)+ where the superscript denotes the sign of
O 0 0 . Show that an arbitrary O(1, 3) matrix can be converted to an
SO(1, 3)+ matrix by multiplying it by a suitable combination of P
and/or T .
(e) An arbitrary Lorentz boost with rapidity, φ, along a direction n̂ can
be represented by a 4 × 4 matrix B(n̂, φ). Show that B(n̂, φ) is given
by


cosh φ
n1 sinh φ
n2 sinh φ
n3 sinh φ
n1 sinh φ 1 − n21 (1 − cosh φ) −n1 n2 (1 − cosh φ) −n1 n3 (1 − cosh φ)


n2 sinh φ −n1 n2 (1 − cosh φ) 1 − n22 (1 − cosh φ) −n2 n3 (1 − cosh φ) .
n3 sinh φ −n1 n3 (1 − cosh φ) −n2 n3 (1 − cosh φ) 1 − n23 (1 − cosh φ)
∗
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In the limit of small rapidity, show that one recovers a Galilean boost
along the direction n̂ and speed u = cφ.
2. Let x!µ = O µν xν + aµ represent an arbitrary transformation under the
Poincaré group. Here the matrix O parametrizes Lorentz transformations
and aµ parametrizes translations in spacetime. Consider two such transformations in succession with parameters (O1 , a1 ) and (O2 , a2 ) and obtain the
composition rule. Verify that all the axioms of a group are satisfied.
"
!
3. Let Ω be the 2n × 2n antisymmetric matrix, −I0 n I0n , where In is the n × n
identity matrix. A symplectic 2n × 2n matrix S (with real entries) satisfies
the symplectic condition
S · Ω · ST = Ω .
(a) Verify that the set of all such matrices form a group, called the symplectic group Sp(2n, R).
(b) Show that det S = +1.
(c) Writing S = exp(λK), first obtain the condition(s) on the matrix K
such that the symplectic condition holds to first order in λ.
B ) in terms of n × n matrices A, B, C and D,
(d) Next, writing K = ( CA D
T
work
! AT Cout
" the condition(s) on these four matrices. Note that K =
T
– a common mistake is to forget to transpose the B/C maB T DT
trices! It is best verified by explicitly writing out the matrices for
n = 2.

4. Obtain the condition under which the 2 × 2 matrix U given below is an
SU(2) matrix.
U = α0 I + iαj σ j ,
where σ j are the Pauli sigma matrices and α0 , αj are real parameters. What
is the geometric interpretation of this condition? What happens if you
choose α0 , αj to be complex? You may need the following identity involving
Pauli matrices:
σ j σ k = δ jk I + i&jk l σ l
5. Since the Pauli sigma matrices form a basis for traceless 2 × 2 hermitian
matrices, an arbitrary SU(2) matrix (in the two dimensional representation)
can also be written as
#
$
θ
(2)
U (n̂, θ) = exp i n̂ · (σ
,
2
where |n̂| = 1. Solve for α0 , αi in terms of θ and n̂. Hence show that
U(n̂, 2π) = −I.

2
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1. Explicitly write out the multiplication tables (usually called the Cayley
Table) for the groups, Z2 × Z2 and Z4 , both of order 4. Hence, show that
they are not isomorphic to each other.
2. The dihedral group, D2n , is generated by two elements x and y satisfying
the relations
xn = e,

y 2 = e,

and yx = xn−1 y .

(∗)

(a) By working out the multiplication table for D3 , prove the isomorphism,
D6 ∼ S 3 .
(b) Obtain subgroups, with order 2 and 3, of S3 and check to see if they are
normal subgroups. If they are normal, obtain the group multiplication
law for the corresponding coset. Is S3 a simple group?
3. Consider the cyclic group Z3 = (e, g, g 2) with g 3 = e. The regular representation is a map from the group to 3 × 3 matrices with g being represented
by the permutation matrix


0 1 0
g −→ M(g) = 0 0 1 ,
1 0 0
with the property that M(g1 )M(g2 ) = M(g1 · g2 ) for any g1 , g2 ∈ Z3 .
(a) What does the identity g 3 = e become in this representation? Verify
that it holds.
(b) Obtain the similarity transformation that diagonalises M(g).
4. Work out all finite groups with order ≤ 10.
Further reading: Chap. 1 of J. S. Milne, Group Theory, available at
http://www.jmilne.org/math/CourseNotes/gt.html.
Milne lists all finite groups with order ≤ 24. Why does his list not contain
groups of prime order?
∗
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1. Consider the following functionals of N scalar fields φi (x) (m and λ are
constants that are real and positive.)
!
N
"
4
η µν (∂µ φa )(∂ν φa ) ,
T0 =
d x
a=1

U0 =

!



&2 
%N
N
"
"
d4 x −m2
(φa )2 + λ
(φa )2 
a=1

a=1

where µ = 0, 1, 2, 3, η µν = Diag(1, −1, −1, −1) and ∂µ = ∂/∂xµ . Evaluate
the following:
(a)
(c)

δφa (x)
and (b)
δφb (y)
δT0
and (d)
δφb (y)

δ∂µ φa (x)
δφb (y)
δU0
δφb (y)

Using the result of the last two parts, obtain the equations of motion for
the action: S0 = T0 − U0 .
2. Consider the following functionals of a vector field Aµ (x) (m is a constant
of suitable dimensions)
!
1
T1 = −
d4 x Fµν Fρσ η µρ η νσ ,
4
!
2
U1 = m
d4 x Aµ Aν η µν
where Fµν = (∂µ Aν − ∂ν Aν ). Evaluate the following:
(a)

δFµν (x)
δAρ (y)

(b)

δT1
δAρ (y)

(c)

δU1
δAρ (y)

Using the result of the last two parts, obtain the equations of motion for
the Proca action: S1 = T1 − U1 . Do you recognise the equations of motion
in the m = 0 limit?
3. Obtain the Hamiltonian density for the actions S0 and S1 defined above.
Is the Hamiltonian density positive definite? If not, can it be made positive definite?
∗
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Consider the following Lagrangian density in 1+1 dimensions
L=

λ
1
∂µ φ∂ µ φ − (φ2 − a2 )2
2
2

.

1. Obtain the Euler-Lagrange equation corresponding to the Lagrangian
density. Verify that the kink soliton given by
φ(x) = a tanh µx

,

is a solution of this equation for a particular value of µ.
2. Obtain the stress tensor corresponding to the above Lagrangian density.
3. Plot the variation of the Hamiltonian density in space for the kink soliton.
In the same plot, plot φ(x) for the kink soliton.
!
!
4. For the kink soliton, calculate E = dx H and P = dx T 01 .
5. By boosting the solution corresponding to the kink soliton, we obtain a
new solution of the Euler-Lagrange equation. Verify that this is true. For
this solution, now calculate E and P . Calculate (E 2 − P 2 ) and compare
with the unboosted solution.

∗
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Symmetries and Conserved Currents: The Vector Field
Under general coordinate transformations x"µ = x"µ (x), a vector field transforms
as
∂xν
A"µ (x" ) =
Aν (x)
∂x"µ
The Lagrangian density describing the dynamics of a (massive) vector field,
called the Proca Lagrangian density, is
m2
1
L = − Fµν F µν +
Aµ Aµ
4
2
The action corresponding to this Lagrangian density is invariant under the
Poincaré group: i.e., the set of constant translations:
x"µ = xµ + "µ
and Lorentz transformations
x"µ = xµ + λµ ν xν
where "µ and λµν = −λνµ ≡ λµ τ η τ ν are infinitesimal constant parameters. In
addition, when m = 0, the action is invariant under the local gauge transformation
δAµ = ∂µ α
with δxµ = 0 and α is a function of x.
1. The Noether current associated with translations is the energy-momentum
(or stress) tensor T µν . Show that the Noether current is
T ρµ =

δL µ
∂ Aσ − η ρµ L
δ∂ρ Aσ

Verify that it is not symmetric but is conserved i.e., ∂ρ T ρµ = 0.
∗
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2. Show that the Noether current associated with the Lorentz transformation
λµν is
"
#
δL
δL
ρµν
ρµν
ν
µ
!
M
=L
+
A −
A
,
δ∂ρ Aµ
δ∂ρ Aν

where Lρµν ≡ (xµ T ρν − xν T ρµ ) is the (orbital) angular momentum that
we obtained for a scalar field† . Note that the Noether current for the
!ρµν #= Lρµν . Further, ∂ρ Lρµν = T µν − T νµ #= 0 since T µν
vector field M
!ρµν = 0 as is expected for a
is not symmetric. However, verify that ∂ρ M
Noether current.

Obtaining a symmetric energy-momentum tensor
We will construct a symmetric energy-momentum tensor Θµν with the following
properties:
(i) It is symmetric and is conserved;
(ii) the total energy and momentum as computed from Θµν is the same as
those computed from T µν ;
(iii) the angular momentum density defined by M ρµν ≡ (xµ Θρν − xν Θρµ ) is
conserved;
!ρµν .
(iv) the conserved charges from M ρµν agree with those obtained from M

Property (ii) in the above list can be accomplished if Θµν = T µν + ∂ρ H ρµν and
the surface terms in the charges vanish. Further, suppose H ρνµ = −H νρµ i.e.,
it is antisymmetric in the first two indices. Then, the conservation part of (ii):
∂µ Θµν = ∂µ T µν = 0 follows from the antisymmetry of H ρνµ which implies that
!µνρ differ by a total
∂ρ ∂ν H ρνµ = 0. Property (iv) will be true if M µνρ and M
derivative whose surface terms in the charges vanish.
3. Show that H ρµν = −F ρµ Aν leads to a symmetric energy-momentum tensor with properties (i)-(iii).
4. Show that the energy density Θ00 is positive definite. Further, show that
Θi0 is the Poynting vector.
5. Find the trace of the energy-momentum tensor i.e., Tr(Θ) ≡ Θµν ηµν .
What happens to it when m = 0?
6. Show that property (iv) above is true.
The angular momentum M µνρ consists of two terms: the orbital part Lµνρ
(as defined earlier) and the spin-part defined by M µνρ = Lµνρ + S µνρ .
7. Show that S 0ij = Ai π j −Aj π i where π i =
conjugate to Ai with i, j = 1, 2, 3.

δL
∂0 Ai

is the momentum canonical

†
We call this the orbital angular momentum in analogy with the definition of the orbital
angular momentum L = x × p for a particle.
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Lie Algebras
It is conventional to indicate the Lie algebra associated with a group G by
g, the corresponding letter in lower case. Thus the Lie algebra of the Lie group
SU (n) is written as su(n) and so on.
1. A basis for the Lie Algebra of so(N ) is given by the following N × N
matrices:
(Mmn )ab ≡ δma δnb − δmb δna .
Note that all indices m, n, a, b run from 1 to N .

(a) Show that the commutator (Lie Bracket) of the basis matrices is
given by
[Mmn , Mpq ] = δnp Mmq − δmp Mnq − δnq Mmp + δmq Mnn .
(b) Show that when N = 3, the (above) Lie algebra is isomorphic to the
su(2) Lie algebra.
(c) Show that when N = 4, the Lie algebra is isomorphic to su(2)⊕su(2).
Hint: Consider the two sets of linear combinations (Mab ± α#abc Mc4 )
for a, b, c = 1, 2, 3 for a suitable chosen α.
(d) Show that dimensions of the Lie algebras so(6) and su(4) are the
same. This is a necessary but not sufficient condition for so(6) ∼
su(4).
2. The su(3) Lie algebra The su(3) Lie algebra is generated by the LVS
of 3 × 3 traceless hermitian matrices. A standard choice for this basis is
given by the (eight) Gellmann λ-matrices:






0 1 0
0 −i 0
1 0 0
λ1 = 1 0 0 , λ2 =  i 0 0 , λ3 = 0 −1 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0






0 0 −i
0 0 0
0 0 1
λ4 = 0 0 0 , λ5 = 0 0 0  , λ6 = 0 0 1
0 1 0
1 0 0
i 0 0




1 0 0
0 0 0
1
λ7 = 0 0 −i , λ8 = √ 0 1 0 
3 0 0 −2
0 i 0
∗
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(a) Verify that Tr(λa λb ) = 2δab .
(b) The generators of su(3) are chosen to be Ta = 12 λa . The Cartan
subalgebra is chosen to be H = (h1 = T3 , h2 = T8 ). Let Adhi
(i = 1, 2) be the linear maps from the Lie algebra to itself defined as
follows:
Adhi : x !→ [hi , x] ∀x ∈ su(3) .
Organize the remaining six generators such that they are simulataneous eigenvectors under the two maps i.e., [hi , x] = αi x for i = 1, 2.
(c) Hence, obtain the Cartan decomposition of su(3) = L+ ⊕ H ⊕ L− .
Note that L± are both subalgebras of dimension three.

(d) The structure constants are defined by the following relation:
[Ta , Tb ] = ifab c Tc .

Obtain the structure constants and show that fabc is totally antisymmetric.
Recommended Reading: Equivalences of Lie Algebras:
http://sgovindarajan.wikidot.com/equivalence-lie-algebras
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Monopoles and the Dirac quantization condition
In this problem set, we will study a new class of solitonic solutions that appear
in 3 + 1 dimensions. We begin first by considering Maxwell’s equations in vacuum
which admit the following duality symmetry:
E→B

,

B → −E .

The addition of source terms to Maxwell’s equations breaks this symmetry since
there are no objects that carry magnetic charge. In particular, one has ∇ · B = 0.
Let us assume for a moment that this equation is violated at one point, say the
origin, by the presence of a point magnetic monopole with magnetic charge g. In
analogy with a point electric charge, the magnetic field due to a monopole is given
by
r
BM = g 3 .
r
It follows that ∇ · B = 4πgδ 3 (r). This violates Maxwell’s equations only at the
location of the point monopole.
At all points in space other than the origin, R3 − {0}, one still has ∇ · B = 0 and
one can try to solve for B in terms of a vector potential A. As we will demonstrate
below, this vector potential cannot be valid at all points in space even after deleting
the origin. It is natural to assume that there exists a vector potential A, such that
∇ × A = BM . Such a vector potential A must necessarily fail to give the correct
magnetic field on a set of points, S, that form a string (of magnetic flux) connecting
the origin to spatial infinity. This string is called the Dirac string. Thus, the
vector potential is valid only on points not including S. Below we discuss two such
potentials, AN and AS , that have as Dirac strings along the positive and negative
z-axis respectively.
As it stands, the Dirac monopole may seem to be a mathematical curiosity. We
will see later on in this course that this singular solution of Maxwell’s equations can
be embedded into a system with non-abelian gauge symmetry as a non-singular and
smooth solution. The first such (approximate) solution was exhibited independently
by Polyakov and ’t Hooft and is referred to as the ’t Hooft-Polyakov monopole. In
problem set 10, you will study a simplified and exact solution due to Prasad and
Sommerfield. In a similar vein, one can construct exact solutions that carry both
electric and magnetic charge – such solutions are called dyons.
The quantization of electric charge as shown by the Millikan’s oil drop experiment remained an unexplained result till Dirac showed in 1948 that the existence of
a magnetic monopole (with magnetic charge g) implied the quantization of electric
charge. He considered a particle of electric charge e in the presence of such a Dirac
monopole. A simple quantum mechanical argument (not discussed here) that such
a particle should not see the Dirac string (which is after all an artefact of working
∗ Funded
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with a vector potential) implies that
e·g =

1
n!c for some integer n .
2

We now quote Dirac: Thus the mere existence of one pole of strength g would require
all electric charges to be quantized in units of !c/2g and, similarly, the existence of
one charge would require all poles to be quantized. This is now known as the Dirac
quantization condition. In more general situations, it is sometimes called the
Dirac-Schwinger-Zwanziger quantization conditions.
1. Show that the following vector potential
gy
gx
êx +
êy
r(r + z)
r(r + z)

,

r
+ 4πgδ(x)δ(y)θ(−z)êz
r3

,

AS = −
leads to a magnetic field
BS = g

where θ(x) = 1 for x > 0 and zero otherwise. It is easy to see that BM = BS
on all points except on the negative z-axis. Rewrite the vector potential in
spherical polar coordinates.
2. Similarly show that the following vector potential AS
AN =

gx
gy
êx −
êy
r(r − z)
r(r − z)

,

leads to a magnetic field which agrees with BM on all points except on the
positive z-axis. Rewrite the vector potential in spherical polar coordinates.
3. Further, show that AN and AS are related by a gauge transformation which
is singular on the z-axis. As is clear from the two vector potentials AN and
AS , there is always a line (the Dirac string) from the monopole to infinity
where the magnetic field of the vector potential disagrees with that of the
monopole. However, the location of the string is not gauge invariant. For the
two vector potentials that we constructed, the Dirac string changes from the
postive z-axis to the negative z-axis.
4. One may think that it is possible to find a vector field A which provides a
magnetic field identical to that of the magnetic monopole at all points away
from the true singularity at the origin. Show that if this is true, then the flux
through any closed surface enclosing the origin must be zero.
References:
1. P.A.M. Dirac, Quantised Singularities in the Electromagnetic Field, Proc.
Roy. Soc. A133, 60 (1931).
2. P.A.M. Dirac, The theory of magnetic poles, Phy. Rev. 74, 817 (1948).
3. G. ’t Hooft, Magnetic monopoles in unified gauge theories, Nucl. Phys. B79,
276 (1974).
4. A.M. Polyakov, Particle spectrum in quantum field theory, JETP Lett. 20,
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Non–abelian gauge theories
Let Φ = (φ1 , φ2 , · · · , φr )T be a field in a representation R (dim R = r) of a Lie
group G (dim G = N ). The field Φ may have other indices which are suppressed
! for
"
φ1
ease of presentation. In order to have a concrete example in mind, choose Φ =
φ2
to be in the fundamental representation of the Lie group SU (2) (i.e., the j = 12 of
SU (2)). In this example, N = 3 and r = 2.
Let Ta , a = 1, · · · , N be the generators of the Lie algebra in the representation
R. By definition, they are r × r Hermitian matrices which satisfy the Lie algebra
G
[Ta , Tb ] = ifab c Tc ,
(1)
where fab c are the structure constants of the Lie algebra. The index structure of
the matrix is Ti j , i, j = 1, · · · , r. Note that we use the indices from the beginning of
the alphabet, a, b, c, · · · for the generator index and and the middle letters i, j, k, · · ·
for the representation index.
Exercise 1: Given that the generators of the Lie algebra satisfy the Jacobi identity,
obtain a condition on the structure constants of the Lie algebra. Explicitly verify
that this is true for the case of SU (2).
Exercise 2: In the adjoint representation, r = N . Thus the representation indices
and the generator indices are the ‘same’. In this representation, the Ta have a
simple presentation in terms of the structure constants:
(Ta )b c = −ifab c

.

Show that the above Ta satisfy the Lie algebra G.
In the example we are considering, in the fundamental representation of SU (2),
the generators Ta = 21 σa , where σa are the Pauli matrices and the structure constants fab c = #ab c . The a, b type indices are raised and lowered using the metric
hab ≡ 2 TrF (Ta Tb )
where the the subscript F refers to choosing the matrices Ta in the fundamental
representation of the Lie algebra. One can show that in our example hab = δab . One
can choose the generators Ta such that the structure constant fabc is completely
antisymmetric in its three indices.
Under a local gauge transformation given by a group element g, the field Φ
!
transforms as Φ = g Φ which in components is written as
j

φ!i (x) = g(x)i φj (x)

.

(2)

For a Lie group, the group element g can be written as
g(x) = exp[i θa (x) Ta ] ,
∗ Funded
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(3)

where θa (x) are N parameters (angles) which specify a group transformation. For
infinitesimal transformations parametrised by δθa , one obtains
g(x) = 1 + iδθa (x) Ta + O(δθ2 ) .

(4)

Note that by 1 in the above equation, we mean the r × r identity matrix.
It is of interest to write Lagrangians which are locally gauge invariant. The
simplest method is to consider a Lagrangian which is globally G-invariant i.e.,
!
!
L(Φ , ∂µ Φ ) = L(Φ, ∂µ Φ), where Φ! = g Φ. This Lagrangian is typically not locally gauge invariant. This has to do with the fact that ∂µ Φ does not transform
nicely (covariantly) under local gauge transformations. Explictly, one obtains
!

∂µ Φ = g (∂µ Φ) + (∂µ g) Φ

.

(5)

A minimal prescription is to replace all derivatives of Φ with covariant derivatives of Φ. These are defined by
!
"
Dµ Φ ≡ ∂µ − i [Aaµ Ta ] Φ ,
(6)

where we have introduced a new field called the gauge field or the connection. In
the above equation the term in the square brackets can be written in terms of a
matrix valued gauge field Aµ ≡ [Aaµ Ta ].
Exercise 3: Show that for the case of SU (2), where Ta = 21 σa , the matrix valued
gauge field takes the form
#
$
1
A3µ
A1µ − iA2µ
Aµ =
−A3µ
2 A1µ + iA2µ
The transformation of the covariant derivative of Φ can be chosen to be identical
to that of a simple derivative under global transformations:
Dµ! φ! (x) = g(x) Dµ φ(x)

(7)

.

This fixes the tranformation of the gauge field to be
!

Aµ = gAµ g −1 + i g∂µ g −1

.

(8)

Note that here g need not be infinitesimal. Thus the Lagrangian L(Φ, Dµ Φ) is
clearly invariant under local gauge transformations.
Exercise 4: Derive the transformation of the gauge field Aaµ (given in the above
equation) under local gauge transformations. What is the tranformation of the
gauge field under infinitesimal gauge transformations? This result can be identified
with the covariant derivative of δθa in some representation. Identify the representation. When G = U (1), compare the infinitesmal as well as the exact versions. Is
this always true? Explain.
Exercise 5: Consider the example where Φ is in the two dimensional representation
of SU (2). Write the most general Lagrangian which is invariant under global SU (2)
transformations and involves upto two derivatives. Obtain the Noether current
corresponding to this transformation.
Exercise 6: Now make the Lagrangian locally gauge invariant by replacing all
derivatives by covariant derivatives. Regroup the locally gauge invariant Lagrangian
into terms independent of the gauge field, terms linear in the gauge field and terms
quadratic in the gauge field, i.e.,
L(Φ, Dµ Φ) = L(Φ, ∂µ Φ) + TrR (Lµ1 Aµ ) + TrR (Lµν
2 Aµ Aν ) .
Is there any relation between Lµ1 and the Noether current derived in the previous
exercise?
2

The locally gauge invariant Lagrangian which we have constructed so far does
not involve any derivatives of the gauge field. We would like to include new terms
which involve derivatives of the gauge field subject to the conditions that the terms
are Lorentz scalars and are gauge invariant. For the case of electromagnetism the
only gauge invariant object is the field strength which was used to construct the
new terms to be added to the Lagrangian. A simple way to obtain the analog of
the field strength for a generic group G is to use the following definition
Fµν Φ ≡ i[Dµ , Dν ] Φ

(9)

Fµν = ∂µ Aν − ∂ν Aµ − i[Aµ , Aν ]

(10)

Exercise 7: Show that

Exercise 8: Show that under gauge transformations, the field strength Fµν is
generically not invariant but covariant, with the following tranformation law:
!

Fµν = g Fµν g −1

.

(11)

This implies that F transforms in the adjoint representation of the group G. Show
that for G = U (1), this implies that the field strength is invariant. Further, derive
the infinitesimal transformation law from the finite one.
Exercise 9: Show that following are only two possible Lorentz and gauge invariant terms which can be constructed from this field strength keeping in mind the
restriction on the number of derivatives.
(i) TrF (Fµν F µν ).
(ii) "µνρσ TrF (Fµν Fρσ ) – this term is not invariant under parity (check).
It can be shown that term (ii) is a total derivative and can be written as ∂µ Ωµ .
Obtain an expression for Ωµ . Ωµ is called the Chern–Simons term. Choose an
ansatz of the form
!
"
Ωµ = "µνρσ TrF a Aν ∂ρ Aσ + b Aν Aρ Aσ ,
(12)
for some constants a and b to be determined by you. This plays a special role in
three dimensional gauge theories and in the context of the quantum Hall effect.
Now one can write a gauge invariant Lagrangian which includes derivatives of
the gauge field as:
Ltotal

=
=

1
TrF (Fµν F µν ) + L(Φ, Dµ Φ) ,
4e2
1 a b µν
F
hab + L(Φ, Dµ Φ) ,
− 2 Fµν
4e

−

(13)

a
where Fµν = Fµν
Ta . The coupling constant e introduced in the first term is the
electric charge for the case of G = U (1). We have not included a term of type (ii)
in the Lagrangian since it is a total derivative. However, we will later find the need
to include such a term from purely topological considerations.
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Non–abelian gauge theories
Let Φ = (φ1 , φ2 , · · · , φr )T be a field in a representation R (dim R = r) of a Lie
group G (dim G = N ). The field Φ may have other indices which are suppressed
! for
"
φ1
ease of presentation. In order to have a concrete example in mind, choose Φ =
φ2
to be in the fundamental representation of the Lie group SU (2) (i.e., the j = 12 of
SU (2)). In this example, N = 3 and r = 2.
Let Ta , a = 1, · · · , N be the generators of the Lie algebra in the representation
R. By definition, they are r × r Hermitian matrices which satisfy the Lie algebra
G
[Ta , Tb ] = ifab c Tc ,
(1)
where fab c are the structure constants of the Lie algebra. The index structure of
the matrix is Ti j , i, j = 1, · · · , r. Note that we use the indices from the beginning of
the alphabet, a, b, c, · · · for the generator index and and the middle letters i, j, k, · · ·
for the representation index.
Exercise 1: Given that the generators of the Lie algebra satisfy the Jacobi identity,
obtain a condition on the structure constants of the Lie algebra. Explicitly verify
that this is true for the case of SU (2).
Exercise 2: In the adjoint representation, r = N . Thus the representation indices
and the generator indices are the ‘same’. In this representation, the Ta have a
simple presentation in terms of the structure constants:
(Ta )b c = −ifab c

.

Show that the above Ta satisfy the Lie algebra G.
In the example we are considering, in the fundamental representation of SU (2),
the generators Ta = 21 σa , where σa are the Pauli matrices and the structure constants fab c = #ab c . The a, b type indices are raised and lowered using the metric
hab ≡ 2 TrF (Ta Tb )
where the the subscript F refers to choosing the matrices Ta in the fundamental
representation of the Lie algebra. One can show that in our example hab = δab . One
can choose the generators Ta such that the structure constant fabc is completely
antisymmetric in its three indices.
Under a local gauge transformation given by a group element g, the field Φ
!
transforms as Φ = g Φ which in components is written as
j

φ!i (x) = g(x)i φj (x)

.

(2)

For a Lie group, the group element g can be written as
g(x) = exp[i θa (x) Ta ] ,
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(3)

with a vector potential) implies that
e·g =

1
n!c for some integer n .
2

We now quote Dirac: Thus the mere existence of one pole of strength g would require
all electric charges to be quantized in units of !c/2g and, similarly, the existence of
one charge would require all poles to be quantized. This is now known as the Dirac
quantization condition. In more general situations, it is sometimes called the
Dirac-Schwinger-Zwanziger quantization conditions.
1. Show that the following vector potential
gy
gx
êx +
êy
r(r + z)
r(r + z)

,

r
+ 4πgδ(x)δ(y)θ(−z)êz
r3

,

AS = −
leads to a magnetic field
BS = g

where θ(x) = 1 for x > 0 and zero otherwise. It is easy to see that BM = BS
on all points except on the negative z-axis. Rewrite the vector potential in
spherical polar coordinates.
2. Similarly show that the following vector potential AS
AN =

gx
gy
êx −
êy
r(r − z)
r(r − z)

,

leads to a magnetic field which agrees with BM on all points except on the
positive z-axis. Rewrite the vector potential in spherical polar coordinates.
3. Further, show that AN and AS are related by a gauge transformation which
is singular on the z-axis. As is clear from the two vector potentials AN and
AS , there is always a line (the Dirac string) from the monopole to infinity
where the magnetic field of the vector potential disagrees with that of the
monopole. However, the location of the string is not gauge invariant. For the
two vector potentials that we constructed, the Dirac string changes from the
postive z-axis to the negative z-axis.
4. One may think that it is possible to find a vector field A which provides a
magnetic field identical to that of the magnetic monopole at all points away
from the true singularity at the origin. Show that if this is true, then the flux
through any closed surface enclosing the origin must be zero.
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Roy. Soc. A133, 60 (1931).
2. P.A.M. Dirac, The theory of magnetic poles, Phy. Rev. 74, 817 (1948).
3. G. ’t Hooft, Magnetic monopoles in unified gauge theories, Nucl. Phys. B79,
276 (1974).
4. A.M. Polyakov, Particle spectrum in quantum field theory, JETP Lett. 20,
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Consider the Lagrangian density in 3+1 dimensions which is invariant under
local SO(3) transformations†
1
1
1
1
a
+ π µa πµa + µ2 φa φa − λ(φa φa )2
L = − F µνa Fµν
4
2
2
4

,

a = (∂ Aa − ∂ Aa + e%abc Ab Ac ); and π a = ∂ φa + e%abc Ab φc . (a, b, c =
where Fµν
µ ν
ν µ
µ
µ ν
µ
µ
1, 2, 3)

1. Obtain the Euler-Lagrange equations of motion.
2. Consider the following time-independent ansatz
Aa0 = 0 ,
Aai = %aij xj [1 − K(r)]/er 2
a

φ

= xa H(r)/er

2

,

,

!

x21 + x22 + x23 . Substitute the ansatz in the equations of
where r =
motion and show that the equations of motion reduce to
r 2 K "" = K(K 2 − 1) + KH 2 ,
λ
r 2 H "" = 2HK 2 + 2 (H 3 − C 2 r 2 H) ,
e
√
where C = µe/ λ and the prime denotes differentiation w.r.t. r. Obtain
the condition(s) on H and K such that the Hamiltonian (as well as the
Lagrangian) is finite.
√
3. In the limit where λ, µ → 0 keeping the ratio C = µe/ λ constant, show
that K = Cr/ sinh(Cr) and H = Cr coth(Cr) − 1 solve the equations of
motion. This limit is usually referred to as the Prasad-Sommerfield limit.
We will call this solution as the Prasad-Sommerfield (PS) solution.
4. For large r, the PS solution reduces to the classical vacuum where the
SO(3) gauge symmetry is broken to U (1). The field strength of this U (1)
field is given by
Fµν = ∂µ (φ̂a Aaν ) − ∂ν (φ̂a Aaµ ) − (1/e)%abc φ̂a ∂µ φ̂b ∂ν φ̂c
∗
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where φ̂a ≡ φa /(φb φb )1/2 . This definition has been chosen based on the
observation that if after a gauge transformation φa = δa3 everywhere
within a region, then Fµν = ∂µ A3ν − ∂ν A3µ in that region. Verify this
observation. What is that gauge transformation for large r for the PS
solution? Obtain the electric and magnetic charge of the soliton from this
field strength for the PS solution? Compare the solution with that of the
Dirac monopole in the large r region.
5. Obtain the mass of the soliton by first deriving the Hamiltonian density
and then integrating it over all space in the usual way.
Remark: The remarkable thing about the Prasad-Sommerfield solution is that
it is a solution to a set of first-order equations in addition to being a solution
of the usual second-order Euler-Lagrange equations of motion (in the PS limit
discussed above). These first-order equations are due to Bogomolny (or Bogomolnyi) and are called Bogomolnyi equations. Such solutions are thus called
BPS solutions. It turns out that these equations (and hence the solutions)
naturally arise in supersymmetric field theories. Today, when one says BPS
equations, BPS bounds etc. it usually refers to a field theory in a supersymmetric setting. There is some discussion in the last lecture of this course in the
context of instantons (discussed in the next problem set) and string theory.
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In four-dimensional Euclidean space with metric δµν , consider the Lagrangian
!3
density associated with SU (2) gauge fields (Aµ = a=1 Aaµ Ta where Ta ’s are in the
fundamental representation of SU (2))†
L=−

3
1 " a µνa
1
µν
tr
(F
F
)
=
−
F F
F
µν
2e2
4e2 a=1 µν

,

a
where Fµν = ∂µ Aν − ∂ν Aµ − i[Aµ , Aν ] is the field strength. Using Fµν = Fµν
Ta ,
a
a
a
b c
one can show that Fµν = ∂µ Aν − ∂ν Aµ + #abc Aµ Aν .

1. Obtain the equation of motion for Aaµ . For subsequent use, rewrite in terms
of the matrix valued objects, Aµ and Fµν .
2. Consider the following one-instanton solution to the equations of motion
Aa =

−#abc σb xc + σa x4
x2 + λ2

,

A4 =

−σa xa
x2 + λ2

The parameter λ is the “size” of the instanton. Verify the following expression
for the field strength by computing Fa4 from the above expression for the
gauge field.
−2λ2 #abc σc
−2λ2 σa
,
F
=
.
Fa4 = 2
ab
(x + λ2 )2
(x2 + λ2 )2
3. Verify that the above is indeed a solution to the equations of motion. It is
sufficient to verify it for one component.
4. Show that the above solution leads to a finite action and evaluate its value. Solutions which lead to finite action (as opposed to energy) are called instanton
solutions.
References
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solutions of the Yang-Mills equations . Phys.Lett. B59 (1975) 8587.
2. G. ’t Hooft, Computation of the Quantum Effects Due to a Four-Dimensional
Pseudoparticle, Phys. Rev. D 14 (1976) 3432 [Erratum-ibid. D 18 (1978)
2199].
3. M. F. Atiyah, N. J. Hitchin, V. G. Drinfeld and Y. .I. Manin, Construction
of Instantons, Phys. Lett. A 65 (1978) 185.
The third reference is mentioned in the last lecture happens to be 1.5 pages long
and is called the ADHM construction. It nontrivially generalises the above solution
to arbitrary Lie groups.
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